
“With the crossbase software solution, all product information is maintained 
centrally in one place. This simplifies the production processes for the media to 
be created and ensures that the data source is always up-to-date.” 

TASK
In the sales dialog and at trade fairs, the target groups of the product segment 
“Industrial Metrology”, i.e. designers, production planners and machine operators, 
are to be informed specifically by the sales staff. This is to be achieved with the help 
of an appealing application that runs equally on tablet (Apple iPad), website and 
touch panel (Windows). The contents of the application should be continuously 
maintained by marketing staff. This includes texts and translations, images, 3D CAD 
drawings, PDF documents and films.

IMPLEMENTATION
HTML5 with Responsive Layout and jQuery was chosen as the technology to ensure 
maximum flexibility. The layout was created with placeholders, which can be main-
tained accordingly. The distribution to the iPad’s (IPA file, approx. 700 MB data 
volume) and knife computers (ZIP file) is currently done manually, as this is the most 
economical solution.

CONTENT
 y The global navigation with sub-navigation is located directly in the page 
header and comprises the areas processes (12 process types) and products (15 
product groups).

 y Each process and each product is extensively described with formatted texts, 
images, PDF documents and films (register basis, advantages, characteristics, 
variants).

 y The processes are linked to the products via the Renishaw solutions button.

 y The control bar can be used to navigate back and forth.

CONCLUSION
The result is an innovative solution with added value compared to the previous solution, which could be operated exclusively on 
the computers at the fair. The benefit is that the sales dialog is supported by mobile media. The solution was implemented in an 
economically reasonable way and is scalable; it is possible, for example, to use the CMS by crossbase for maintenance or to auto-
mate the distribution on mobile devices.
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Company description 
Renishaw is a world leader in industrial 
metrology, including machine tool probes, 
coordinate measuring machine sensors and 
laser measurement systems, with headquar-
ters in the UK and subsidiaries in 32 countries. 
In Germany, Renishaw has been represented 
in Pliezhausen since 1986, in the immediate 
vicinity of Stuttgart Airport/Trade Fair.
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Mobile Applications
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